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Abstract

The work is devoted to construction of the equations of movement of biphase
environments with evaporation. Thus environment is considered as a continuum
consisting of set of the big number of various groups of particles. Application
of fundamental laws of preservation, receives the equations of carry of weight,
a pulse and energy.

For the determining equations models viscous and nonlinear viscously plastic
environments, and also the law of heat conductivity Fourier are used. Corre-
sponding boundary conditions are resulted. It is shown that the received equa-
tions of movement are the general as at those or other assumptions, from them
as special cases follow the known equations of hydrodynamics.

Last years a new area of physical mechanics of continuous environments – hydro-
gas of dinamic biphase systems intensively develops. It is caused by the important
practical appendices in various technical and technological problems (power, petro-
chemistry, mechanical engineering, aviation techniques , meteorology, hydraulic en-
gineering, etc.). One of the major areas of techniques is area of reception of energy
with use of natural and artificial sources and as safety of nuclear reactors (which now
is in the center of attention of scientific community of the world) bases on processes
evaporation in biphase systems. The circle of problems of this theme is too wide.

Prominent feature of biphase (heterogeneous) systems is presente in a stream of
several phases (system ”a liquid - firm particles”, ”a liquid – bubbles gas”, ”gas -
firm particles”, ”gas - drops”, etc.) between which there is an exchange in weight,
a pulse and energy.

The mathematical description of movement of biphase environments is connected
with the big difficulties caused by extreme complexity of their structure. The matter
is that the disperse phase, as a rule, is non-uniformly distributed on section of a
stream; its local concentration change on length of the stream, both phases move
with various speeds, their interaction renders deciding influence on the nature of
a stream. The structure of the last becomes complicated even more when carried
(disperse) phase will consist of particles of the various sizes and density.

Research hydrogas of dynamic biphase environments develops in several direc-
tions, each of which has the specificity and prominent features, as from the point of
view of the theoretical description, and experimental studying [1 - 7, 9]. The analy-
sis of known theoretical works has shown, that by present time the basic equations
of hydrodynamics of biphase systems, are established, only, at absence of influence
of external sources (drains), weights, a pulse and energy (observance of a constancy
of weight) a stream of environment. However, in many practical cases, the total
weight of a mix owing to connection (through a nontight contour) to it of new




